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Renowned journalist Thierry Cruvellier takes us into the dark heart of Cambodia's Khmer Rouge
with The Master of Confessions, a suspenseful account of a Chief Interrogator's trial for war
crimes.On April 17, 1975, the communist Khmer Rouge, led by its secretive prime minister Pol
Pot, took over Cambodia. Renaming the country Democratic Kampuchea, they cut the nation off
from the world and began systematically killing and starving two million of their people.Thirty
years after their fall, a man named Duch (pronounced "Doïk"), who had served as Chief Prison
officer of S21, the regime's central prison complex, stood trial for war crimes and crimes against
humanity. Unlike any other tribunal defendant, Duch acknowledged his personal responsibility,
pleaded guilty, and asked for forgiveness from his victims. In The Master of Confessions, Thierry
Cruvellier uses the trial to tell the horrifying story of this terrible chapter in history.Cruvellier offers
a psychologically penetrating, devastating look at the victims, the torturers, and the regime itself,
searching to answer crucial questions about culpability. Self-drawing on his knowledge, and
experience, Cruvellier delivers a startling work of journalistic history—by turns deeply moving,
horrifying, and darkly funny.
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detailed note on sources.CHAPTER 1My name is Kaing Guek Eav. I took the name Duch when I
joined the Revolution. I wanted to liberate my people—my parents, my family, myself. Instead, my
country was engulfed by tragedy and more than 1.7 million people died. As a man—as someone
who believes in justice—I see now that the party I belonged to, the Communist Party of
Kampuchea, was responsible. But back then, you couldn’t challenge it. There was no way out. I
had to follow orders.My main objective was to interrogate people. I never killed anyone with my
own hands. If I hadn’t been there, someone else would have taken my place. But it was me: I had
a pen, I made notes, I tried to write impartial reports to submit to my superiors, but they wanted
confessions that led to more arrests. I sacrificed everything for the Revolution, and back then I
believed in what I was doing. I was proud at the time. But as I look back now, it makes me
shudder. The fact that I killed more than twelve thousand people makes me feel ashamed.Like
many Khmers, Duch has a small build. His narrow shoulders make him seem especially slight.
He’s sixty-seven years old and, like many old men, has a potbelly, which he covers by hiking up
his pants to his navel, stretching them up and over his paunch rather than buckling his belt
beneath it. He moves quickly but with a stiffness in his chest and arms, which is perhaps the
result of his years as a soldier of Communism, or perhaps simply from the passage of time.The
courtroom has a large, wooden, horseshoe-shaped witness stand. When speaking from it, Duch
tends to focus on some indeterminate spot up to his left, which the filmmaker Rithy Panh calls
his “blind spot.” Panh tells me he does this because it helps him concentrate and stay in
control.Duch tends to breathe heavily through his nose mid-sentence, giving the impression that
he’s speaking underwater or through an oxygen mask. He’s not known to suffer from asthma or
any other respiratory trouble, yet sometimes after speaking he’ll falter with his mouth open, as
though trying to catch his breath. When he is nervous—which rarely happens—he rubs his face
vigorously with the palm of his hand.When I joined the Revolution, I was trained for secrecy. You
had to keep your supervisor’s identity secret; you didn’t reveal who your subordinate was. If you
killed people, or if you ordered people killed, that had to remain a secret, along with the number
of people. Later, I heard the saying: “The better you keep secrets, the better you survive.” We
used to say that half the battle was keeping things secret. Say nothing, hear nothing, see



nothing. Secrecy: that was my top priority when I was training people. The recruits were no good
—they talked a lot. But I was very strict. Even my deputy was no match for me.Duch sucks air
through his nose.“That’s it.”Age has weathered Duch’s face favorably. His ears seem too large for
his head and peel away from it at their tips, emphasizing the sharp angles of his face. The dark
tint of his full and well-defined lips looks almost purple on the television screen. Sometimes,
when he’s sitting there with his mouth hanging open, waiting for the interpreter to finish, his eyes
narrow until his pupils disappear and his high cheekbones accentuate the bags beneath them,
and true age marks his face. His smile reveals crooked and severely decayed teeth and lends
him a youthfulness that, in Duch’s case at least, is less flattering than old age. His gaze is
intense but strangely veiled, bright and glassy at the same time. Arched in the middle, as though
by invisible pins, his discreet eyebrows form an inverted V, giving his eyes a haunted look, as in a
person who has recently had cataract surgery. On any given day, the lines on his face can
appear either deeply engraved or ironed flat, his eyes either wide-open or shrunken to slits.
Once, while trying to identify the wife of a witness, he puckered his mouth until his lips curled at
the corners, and I couldn’t tell if he was expressing skepticism or stifled contempt. Both
reactions come naturally to him.Though generally stiff and erect, Duch does have his offhand
moments. At one point, while listening to a former subordinate, he smiles, folds his foot beneath
him, and slumps into his seat, as though abruptly released from his usual sense of decorum.
From the witness box, the former guard describes Duch as “a firm, serious, and very meticulous
man,” a heavy smoker with whom the guard had never dared joke around but whom he had seen
erupt into fits of laughter at least once.“Are you frightened of him now?” asks one of the five
judges.“No. I’m not frightened of him.”When another one of the judges, a woman, describes
Duch as intelligent, educated, hardworking, enthusiastic, attentive to detail, methodical,
professional, eager to excel, willing to please his superiors, and generally proud of his work,
Duch agrees.Duch is also endowed with a prodigious, though selective, memory, as well as a
bitter sense of history.He notes, “The words ‘meticulous,’ ‘hardworking,’ and ‘determined’ used to
describe me would be considered virtues if spoken in the context of a government that loves its
country and its people. But the government I served was the opposite: it was a cruel and criminal
machine, and in this context, these words are painful to hear.”It only takes Duch a moment to
gauge his interlocutor and adjust his behavior accordingly. To a respectful young Khmer woman
asking challenging questions, he lowers his voice almost to a murmur, whereas to a hostile
foreign lawyer he replies in a cold and confident tone. He knows how to adapt his speech and
rhetoric. In a single session, for instance, he delivers long and convoluted responses to a
Cambodian prosecutor, then gives a brief aside to a foreign prosecutor, then nothing but curt
and sharp answers to a European lawyer representing civil parties.Duch is generally prepared to
cooperate and provide details. But he’s also perfectly capable of giving terse yes or no answers,
which the prosecutors and victims’ representatives try unsuccessfully and often ineptly to draw
out. For almost eight years, Duch’s job was to interrogate his adversaries: to make them talk,
either voluntarily or by force. His grasp of human psychology, of the dynamics of interrogation



and power relationships make him a tough, well-armed opponent at his own trial. And he can
count on Kar Savuth and François Roux, the Cambodian and French lawyers, respectively, who
constitute his experienced and coordinated legal team.If his interrogators in the courtroom prove
diffident or incompetent, Duch quickly takes the upper hand. And even if he doesn’t win the
battle, his opponent nevertheless loses it, which brings a scornful smirk to Duch’s face.
Appearing confident and relaxed, Duch is dismissive of the counsel for civil parties, whom for
the most part he judges to be beneath him and who, smug because they have power and he
does not, quickly find themselves lambasted, reduced, and demeaned by the very man they
want to cut down. Duch will fall, of course—but when?Duch sometimes gets carried away. For
instance, when faced with a weak or ineffective line of questioning, he can react both snidely
and with insolence—two highly unfavorable traits in a court of law. On rare occasions, he also
feigns a clumsy false cheer, as when he affects a friendly attitude toward one of the three
survivors from his prison. You feel embarrassed for him when, at such moments, he is overcome
by nervous laughter and has to hold his hand over his mouth until it stops.At times Duch is also
impressionable. In a rare moment when the trial’s focus veers from its usual litany of barbarism
to a disputed point of actual law, the lawyers and prosecutors are visibly delighted. Glee
illuminates the faces of the more eloquent among them as they indulge in a little courtroom
grandstanding. When one of them leans down to whisper to a colleague, he brings to mind a
giant black flamingo, his robes flowing about him, elbows thrust back like folded wings. Duch,
sitting silently behind his legal team, clearly enjoys and admires the legal sparring and nimble
mind games.The former keeper of the Party’s secrets is as energetic and talkative as he is loath
to display emotion. Still, some circumstances and names get to him. When they do, you hear him
swallow and sniff, you see his jaw clench and his lower lip suck the upper one in, you hear a
muffled groan and see his face contort as he fights back the tears. He stays like that, his upper
lip shrouded by the lower one as though stuck to his teeth, his eyebrows raised, his eyes wide-
open and pleading for help. On one Friday, after a week of particularly gruesome testimony,
Duch again speaks of being crushed by shame. He turns away with his eyes to the ceiling, and
you can see the turmoil he’s in.“I’m stopping now,” he says without breaking down.Yet though his
shield has been pierced and it seems he has at last been broken, Duch proves remarkably
resilient—he shows up the following Monday, looking not just strong but defiant.TWO IMAGES
OF DUCH stand out in my memory. The first is of the moment when, while recounting to the
court the day he swore total loyalty and devotion to the Communist Party of Kampuchea (the
Khmer name for Cambodia), he stood and gave the official revolutionary salute, his arm bent at
a right angle, his closed fist held level with his head, with an intensity and conviction that
appeared undiminished some thirty years after the fall of the regime. It’s a terrifying image, one
that reveals the depth of conviction possessed by a man described in court by psychologists as
capable of entertaining “only one idea and only one thought at a time.”The other image was
captured before Duch’s trial began. During the pretrial investigation, the investigators wanted to
interrogate Duch in the S-21 prison, the death mill he managed in Phnom Penh from 1975 to



1979. Over the course of a long, painful, and laborious morning, Duch, the three still-living
survivors of S-21, and a handful of former guards, interrogators, and torturers tried to
“reconstruct” the crime scene. The foreigners working alongside the Cambodians at the court
were already sweating in the February sun, though it wasn’t yet the furnace that is Phnom Penh
in April, when light vaporizes the city’s colors into one sultry haze. It was approaching noon, and
Duch was standing in the middle of one of the interior courtyards at S-21. His brow was low and
straight, without the furrow that gives him a haunted look. In his eyes, you could detect torment
caused by some painful question. His eyelids crinkled so that they looked like small waves,
gentle rollers washing ashore at his temples. His half-open mouth allowed a glimpse of his
unattractive teeth. His face had an unresolved rather than tense expression. It was then that the
hardline Communist official disappeared and an old man ravaged by inner demons appeared in
his place. Duch looked up at the sky, torn between the fear of punishment and the urge to
cry.Back in court, facing his judges and the public and supported by his calm, steadfast legal
team, Duch asks:My intention was to transform from an ordinary man into a Communist man. It
was 1964. I became a new man called Duch, different from the math teacher called Kaing Guek
Eav. Today, I declare before the world my intention to change back into an ordinary man. Now
that we are in the midst of this trial, facing this tribunal, do you see me as a new man?CHAPTER
2TWO OR THREE MONTHS AFTER KAING GUEK EAV WAS BORN IN NOVEMBER 1942, a
fortune-teller told his parents he was worried about the child’s name. It didn’t augur well, he said.
It made the child vulnerable to illness. So, pressured by this prediction, Kaing Guek Eav’s
parents changed his name to Yim Cheav. But by the time the child reached his teens, he disliked
both his new name and the fortune-teller who was responsible. For him, the name signified
being “slow, poor, outdated, a straggler.” At the age of fifteen, he asked two things of his father:
first, to allow him to take back his original name; and second, to change his date of birth: he had
started his studies late, at the age of nine, and he wanted to seem younger in order to be able to
take his exams.Changing one’s name or date of birth is common practice in Cambodia, where
no one celebrates birthdays anyway. Time doesn’t accrue here, it cycles: if it just goes around in
a circle, there’s no point keeping count.Ten or so years later, Kaing Guek Eav again felt
compelled to change his identity. This time, he wanted to become a Communist. He wanted to
be a new man:My name was Chinese and I needed a Khmer name. I chose the name “Duch”
because I liked it. There was a sculpture of Buddha carved by a great sculptor called Duch,
whom my grandfather held in high esteem. So I drew inspiration from his name. In the first text I
ever read at primary school, Duch was also a diligent student, very obedient and praised by the
teacher. That’s why I liked the name Duch. It belonged to someone good and was also a Khmer
name.Duch, in Khmer, isn’t pronounced “dutch.” “Uch” is an arcane phonetic spelling that is
supposed to sound like an open “oïk,” as though there’s a catch at the end. “Duch,” in other
words, is the Khmer way of writing what is pronounced “doïk,” just as you don’t say “Khmer” but
“kmay.” Linguists have developed a way of writing sounds that is comprehensible only to the
initiated. They aren’t the only ones trying to protect their knowledge from the common man.



Lawyers also have their own phonetics: the law. The legal profession likes to pronounce
something just or lawful in terms that make the pronouncement clear only to those in the
profession. Insiders—whether in linguistics, law, or politics—are wary of the autonomy of their
fellow man.So we read as “Duch” a name that we pronounce “Doyk.” Paradoxically, however, the
linguists have given everyone the freedom to address Duch as they see fit. Thus, the French
judge calls him “Dook” while the judge from New Zealand addresses him as “Mr. Kaing Gek Yu,”
the correct pronunciation of the phonetic (and therefore misleading) “Kaing Guek Eav.” One
prosecutor says “Mr. Kaing” while another lawyer says “Mr. Dook.”Revolutionaries often have
multiple identities. What is uncommon is for one to repent of his crimes. In less than four years in
the late 1970s, the Communist Party of Kampuchea annihilated between a quarter and a third of
the population of Cambodia. Yet the “brothers” who ran the Party have always insisted that they
had nothing to do with the massacre. Duch, who was their direct subordinate, is the only high-
ranking Khmer Rouge cadre to have admitted his part in the destruction of his people.Duch’s
admission of responsibility is “pretty close to unique among surviving active members of that
administration,” historian David Chandler tells the tribunal.That Duch admits both to the bulk of
his crimes at S-21 and to the criminal nature of the ideology he served makes his trial unique;
that he stood up in court every day for six months to explain himself and his actions makes it
even more so. Not a day passed when the defendant did not address the court, and no question
of fact or point of history was examined without being put to him. I have covered several trials for
genocide or crimes against humanity in international courts; no other perpetrator has been given
such ample opportunity to be heard—not in Arusha, Freetown, or The Hague.In Phnom Penh,
Duch was the only one to behave like this. At the time of his trial, four other Khmer Rouge
leaders were to stand before the same tribunal after him. All of them were in their eighties. All of
them denied everything. By December 2013, only two of the four accused were still facing trial,
as one was declared mentally unfit and another had died.THE TRIBUNAL TASKED WITH trying
the Nazis was set up, naturally enough, in the Nuremberg Palace of Justice. In Arusha, the court
deciding the case against the perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide chose as its seat the
conference center where peace talks had taken place. In The Hague, the tribunal for Lebanon is
in a building formerly occupied by the intelligence service, while the International Criminal Court
will soon take up residence in what were once military barracks. Each of these tribunals chose
as its seat a location that is more or less symbolically apt.In Phnom Penh, the Khmer Rouge
Tribunal changed venue at the last minute. The trials were originally supposed to have been held
in the historic Chaktomuk Conference Center in the center of town. Built in the early ’60s by the
master of New Khmer Architecture, this great hall is located on the banks of the Tonle Sap River.
Its eight-point serrated roof makes it look like a giant, handheld fan, or perhaps a palm frond,
while the spire soaring from the vertex of its triangular shape brings to mind a giant compass. It
was here, shortly after the fall of the Khmer Rouge in 1979, that Pol Pot was tried in absentia, in
a trial organized under the Vietnamese occupation and subject to the vagaries of the
propaganda of the time. It was here, too, that twenty-four years later, the United Nations and the



government of Cambodia signed an agreement to create a tribunal to try the handful of surviving
high-ranking Khmer Rouge leaders.Including Duch.But at the last minute, the government
decided that noble Chaktomuk Hall wasn’t spacious enough and that holding the trials there
would cause traffic problems. So the government generously suggested—or rather decided—to
move the tribunal to a military base on the outskirts of town, some forty minutes by car from the
city center. In symbolic terms, there’s something almost wanton about the turnaround.However
this exile from the city center has done the tribunal no harm in terms of space or attendance. Its
public gallery is by far the largest and most comfortable of the seven international courts
established in Africa and Europe over the past two decades. In fact, the five-hundred-seat
amphitheater is so vast that we observers end up watching much of the proceedings on the flat-
screen televisions installed in the gallery, rather than directly. Witnesses in the courtroom have
their backs to us when they take the stand, so we only see their faces on the screens. It may
seem strange, but we watch on television the trial taking place in the courtroom before us.Every
day, dozens of flashlights, plastic water bottles, pots of Tiger Balm, cigarette lighters, and
various other provisions accumulate on the shelves next to the metal detector at the entrance to
the public gallery. Hundreds of villagers are bused in by the tribunal’s Public Affairs Section or by
local associations. One of the first things that these villagers learn when coming face to face with
international justice is that international justice considers dangerous or discourteous items that
are practical or essential for villagers: water, ointment, and newspapers are not allowed.Three
flags hang above the judges’ heads: that of the Kingdom of Cambodia, with its restrictive motto
“Nation, Religion, King”; that of the United Nations, with its fragile olive branches of peace; and
that of the tribunal itself, with its cumbersome name—the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts
of Cambodia—on which the UN olive branches curl around a Khmer prince from Angkor times
sitting cross-legged and holding a sword in his right hand, tip pointed to the sky. The judges,
three Cambodians and two Westerners, thus find themselves under allegiance to three discrete
entities: to their country (or host country), to the United Nations, and to themselves. Some say
that holding multiple allegiances keeps a person from making extremist choices. This precarious
triple fealty, however, hovers over the judges like damnation over the heads of churchgoers.To
enter the gallery, spectators must pass through two metal detectors. Once inside, a massive,
soundproofed, plate-glass window separates them from the courtroom. Five guards stand sentry
inside the vast public gallery.If repression can be ranked by degrees, then the tribunal’s security
detail is certainly at the lower, more benign end of the scale. The sentries in Phnom Penh are
nothing like those at the International Criminal Court in The Hague, who, elsewhere and in other
circumstances, wouldn’t seem out of place in the darkest of militias. As for those guarding the
tribunals of the Third World, a cheerful nonchalance often belies their uniforms and regulations.
A Dutch guard is much ruder and infinitely more hostile than a Khmer, Sierra Leonean, or
Tanzanian one. Wherever they’re from, though, they’re all exposed to the same crushing
boredom.There is little chance of any trouble arising at the tribunal, and none at all of an attack.
But if there’s no threat of trouble, then it must be prevented with even greater zeal. The tedium is



as great for the public as it is for the tribunal staff, and one way to break it is to ban something
new. One nuisance specific to Phnom Penh is the ban on Tiger Balm, an ointment as precious to
those who work in Khmer fields as lipstick is to Parisian women. Yet a guard at the last
checkpoint before the courtroom quickly ferrets out the aromatic rub.Inside, some guards work
just as zealously to impose a proper sense of decorum on the public. Shutting your eyes is
forbidden, as is raising a knee above the back of the seat in front. Letting your eyelids droop was
also banned at Nuremberg in 1945, as was crossing your legs if you were sitting in the front row.
Yet despite the intense security during the Nazi trials, the journalist Rebecca West described
how one of her female colleagues once smuggled into the courtroom a loaded pistol in her
jacket sleeve. Nothing so sensational happened in Phnom Penh. But the occasional buzz of a
vibrating cell phone, or whiff of menthol, or magazine sticking out from beneath a notebook
reminds us, with reassuring regularity, of how one can always make a mockery of law and
order.Most of the people in the public gallery have skin the color of mahogany, of burnt umber or
old leather—colors that give them away as country folk.Their presence alone is a blithe
challenge to the endless crush of rules and regulations. The only thing that equals the surprise a
Khmer peasant feels when his Tiger Balm is confiscated is his bewilderment on being scolded
for napping. One day a woman falls asleep on her neighbor’s shoulder. She can’t help it: she had
to leave her village at one in the morning to make the session. The guard tries to shake her
awake. He fails and, flummoxed, gives up. Old farming women, as supple as they are slight, curl
up on their chairs in that position so natural to Khmers but so awkward for everyone else: with
their legs folded back, in parallel and off to one side so as not to offend Buddha. And not even
the most zealous guard dares prevent people from kicking off their sandals. In Asia, even the
rich go barefoot.For those bused in from the nation’s rice paddies, no courtroom rule stays
sacred for very long. With a blissful lack of awareness, they ignore the rule about not standing
until after the president of the tribunal has stood, just as they ignore the diktat that no one should
leave until the last judge has exited the court. From the first recess on the first day of the trial, the
guards are spectacularly overwhelmed, and there’s a cheerful, gratifying buzz when, much to
the guards’ consternation, everybody gets up at once. It’s a metaphorical victory of the people
over the mighty and a refreshing sight, like a revolution without the dogma, or a massive
jailbreak. Throughout the rest of the trial, the guards never once succeed in calming the ruckus
kicked up by these common folk. Watching the guards, arms dangling by their sides, stumped by
their inability to corral the cheerful flood of people, is a daily and secret pleasure; one that lets
you believe, even for a fleeting moment, in freedom.One day, while Duch is giving a painstaking
analysis of the Party’s propaganda machine in the courtroom, an eye-catching group of
observers swarms into the public gallery. All of them are wearing the same T-shirt emblazoned
with the name of the tribunal, and their presence makes the gallery feel like a more cheerful
rendition of a Communist party meeting. Scores of baseball caps, T-shirts, and notebooks
bearing the court’s name had just been manufactured and distributed. Present-day Cambodia is
run by former Communists, including some notorious erstwhile Khmer Rouge, and certain



habits, such as producing propaganda for the masses, die hard. The four hundred people
brought in every day from different parts of the country or from the schools and universities of
Phnom Penh sometimes seem like a perfect example of mass political mobilization.Still, despite
all its quirks, Duch’s trial will give thirty thousand Cambodians the chance to spend at least a day
inside this court, unique in their country. No other international trial has had an audience as vast
and wide-ranging as this one.THE CRIMES COMMITTED BY the Khmer Rouge are thirty-five
years old, and the trial draws members of at least three generations. First, there are those who
came of age in the 1970s, when the Communist guerrillas seized power. For the Cambodians
among them, this was their greatest misfortune. For many Western Communist sympathizers of
that generation, the rise of the Khmer Maoists in the midst of the Cold War became a focal point
of their political activism—until it transformed their utopia into a killing field.Then there are those
who came of age in the 1980s and for whom Pol Pot, deposed but still a threat, stood alongside
Stalin and Hitler to complete the twentieth century’s blood-soaked totalitarian triumvirate.Finally,
there are those born while international Communism was dying its ugly death and who learned
about Marxism-Leninism the way you might learn about steam engines, with their old-fashioned
jargon. For them, the most interesting thing about the twentieth century’s blood-stained
ideological experiment is the case studies it now provides, where we can see international
justice at work.All these disparate elements converge around Duch’s case. I was born the year
Duch swore allegiance to the Communist Party. I was twelve years old when the Vietnamese
Communists put an end to his crimes, twenty-two when the Berlin Wall fell, and thirty-one when
Pol Pot died and Cambodia’s civil war, then as old as me, ended. Many in the gallery had
personal reasons to be here. I had none other than having turned twenty years old during the
Cold War.This trial brings us all together. Sometimes we connect, sometimes we avoid each
other—but all of us are in it together.CHAPTER 3BOU MENG WAS TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS
OLD IN 1970, the year he answered Prince Norodom Sihanouk’s rallying cry against the forces
that had just deposed him. The following year, Bou Meng went into the maquis, bands of
guerrilla fighters, by then controlled by the enigmatic Khmer Rouge. The fledgling revolutionary
movement was quick to make use of his artistic talents, and he soon found himself painting
portraits of Marx and Lenin, mimeographs of which were distributed to Khmer Rouge combat
units so that their fighters could recognize the founding fathers of Communism. Four years later,
on April 17, 1975, the Khmer Rouge entered Phnom Penh. Bou Meng cheered the victory, but
his cheers turned to dismay when the movement forced the capital’s entire population to
evacuate. The following year, his superiors were arrested, and Bou Meng started losing
confidence in this revolution that rewarded its soldiers so poorly.“I wore the black shirt, but my
spirit wasn’t in it,” he tells the court.In the land of the Khmer Rouge, when a commander was
arrested, his men soon followed. It was known as a “line.” A few months after the fall of his
commander, Bou Meng and his wife were transferred to what he dubs a “hot reeducation”
cooperative: in effect, a forced labor camp run with ruthless discipline. Like hundreds of
thousands of his countrymen, Bou Meng became a prisoner. He dug canals and built dykes until



he was on the verge of collapse. Then he had the good fortune to be transferred first to
carpentry, then to the vegetable garden. He grew cabbages and eggplants for the collective. In
May of 1977 (or maybe it was June, he doesn’t remember exactly) he was slaving away in a
vegetable patch when a group of black-shirted men jumped out of a jeep like a murder of crows.
They told Bou Meng and his wife to pack their things; they were going to become teachers at the
School of Fine Arts. Bou Meng was thrilled—he was a painter, not a gardener. He and his wife
cheerfully got into the vehicle. The vehicle drove away from the camp, then stopped. They were
ordered to get out, to sit down, and to put their hands behind their backs. They were tied up and
blindfolded. Bou Meng’s wife began to cry. He sank to the depths of despair.In the courtroom,
Bou Meng pauses in his story. He brings a hand to his forehead, as though the ghosts of the
past are pounding too hard, as though he’s about to lose consciousness. Duch is in the dock,
sitting upright and perfectly still.Unlike Bou Meng, Vann Nath—also a painter—didn’t serve in
the army. He was just nineteen when the Khmer Rouge won the war. But on December 30, 1977,
like Bou Meng, he was arrested by men in black by order of the Angkar—“The Organization,” in
Khmer—the secretive, all-knowing, and all-powerful body that controlled everything in the new
“Democratic Kampuchea.”Vann Nath is just sixty-three when he takes the witness stand, but he
looks feeble and tired. He’s a tall man and he wears a billowing, pale yellow shirt. He greets the
judges, the prosecutors, and the defense. Duch doesn’t move. The painter’s hair is cut very short
and has gone gray. His eyebrows, slightly disheveled at their outer edges but still black near his
nose, are the predominant feature of his face, the roundness of which is emphasized by his full
cheeks that have only just begun to sag with age. His deep voice contrasts with the presiding
judge’s high-pitched one. Vann Nath speaks with his eyes almost closed and glued to the
ground. He continually massages his stomach. Even though he has told it countless times over
the past thirty years, emotion overcomes Vann Nath almost as soon as he begins to tell his story.
Like Bou Meng, he raises his hand to his forehead, grabs a handkerchief, and pulls himself
together before continuing.Vann Nath spent his first night of detention bound in leg irons in a
pagoda-turned-prison. Then he was taken away on a motorcycle. Upon reaching his destination,
he was interrogated for the first time. “You’re a traitor,” they told him. How many secret meetings
had he held? “You’d better remember. The Angkar never makes mistakes.” To help convince him,
his interrogators pulled out electrical wires. Vann Nath saw bloodstains and plastic bags hanging
on the wall. So, how many meetings? They gave him his first shock. He passed out. Someone
threw water in his face. He came to. Then a second shock. He passed out again. Then another,
and another after that. Afterward, he couldn’t remember what answers he had given his torturers.
He was ordered to get into a truck, where he was bound to six other men. There were eighteen
prisoners in total. At around midnight, the truck pulled up somewhere. (They were on Street 360
in Phnom Penh, but Vann Nath didn’t know that.) The prisoners were weak and exhausted. They
couldn’t stand. They were made to sit on the ground in two rows. Then they were roped together
by their necks, blindfolded, and, despite their exhaustion, ordered to march single-file. Voices
taunted them as they walked blindly, each man with his hand on the shoulder of the man in front.



A question barreled around Vann Nath’s head: what had he done wrong?It was January 7, 1978.
He had just entered S-21.IN THE CAMBODIAN CAPITAL, emptied of its inhabitants, the secret
police established a security perimeter around S-21 that extended far beyond the prison’s single
building. The prison itself constituted a small section of a much larger zone. A whole
neighborhood was sealed off, with no one allowed in or out. Those who worked at S-21 lived,
ate, and worked in the zone without ever leaving. Vehicles delivering prisoners didn’t go straight
to the gates of the detention center itself. They usually stopped somewhere in the vicinity in
order to protect the absolute secrecy of its location.Him Huy, a member of the guard unit,
escorted newcomers from the arrival point to the prison itself, where he handed them over to
Suor Thi, whose job it was to note down their “biography” and to register them in the system.In
the courtroom, Suor Thi looks like a bank teller. He sits straight, his face expressionless and
smooth, his demeanor mechanical without being cold, as though he’s put his smile away in a
box labeled POINTLESS AND DAMAGING EXPRESSIONS. He sits with his arms crossed and
his eyes lowered, perfectly still, showing no emotion. Only his constantly blinking eyelids break
his otherwise statue-like stillness, though he does sometimes glance at the judge interrogating
him:After I took their names, the prisoners were sent to the photographers. Then they were
blindfolded again and taken to the cells. I had to keep a record of which rooms in which building
they were being held, so that we could keep track of the number of prisoners per cell and to
make it easier for the interrogators.In the English interpretation, Suor Thi uses the word “rooms”
to denote the shared cells. The prison clerk describes his workday in the same neutral, even
tones that someone managing a large hotel might use to describe the number of short- and
longer-term guests currently checked in. Once a photograph of a new prisoner had been taken,
Suor Thi attached it to the short “biography” he had written. He was twenty-four years old, and
his job was to keep the list of detainees at S-21 up to date, to record the names of the incoming
and outgoing prisoners. In other words, he was the registrar of death.Suor Thi didn’t deal directly
with the important prisoners, who were received separately. He was given their names for the
register only later by Hor, the number two at the prison and the person in charge of its daily
administration. Nor did foreign prisoners pass through Suor Thi’s office. There was a different
procedure when the personnel of S-21 themselves were arrested and thrown into irons in the
very place where, the day before, they had been carrying out their tasks. They were led in with
their faces covered so that their colleagues wouldn’t recognize them. As for the children who
ended up in S-21, there was no point writing down their biographies or taking snapshots of
them, says Suor Thi: “I paid no attention to the children because I had to pay such close
attention to the prisoners. None of the children would survive. All of them would be killed.”Suor
Thi reminds the court that he was alone in his task and that sometimes his workload was
considerable. He had to be available to the prison at all times, without exception. On a normal
day, he would process between one and twenty people. But he remembers that in 1978,
prisoners flooded in by the hundreds. It was during this period that some prisoners were
photographed inside the cells themselves, an anomaly that was against the center’s strict



regulations. At the time, the engine of death was at full throttle, overheating even. In all the hustle
and bustle, a new arrival might inadvertently be taken to their cell without having been
photographed first. So they tried to work through the backlog by taking the photos inside the
cells, explains the former registrar.While Suor Thi is describing the registration and record-
keeping processes, Duch is nodding. Leaning forward with his chest over the table and wearing
an elegant white shirt, he shows no sign of scorn. There’s a look of concentration on his face, of
concern, a look he reserves for those he respects or deems legitimate. During the court’s
recess, he seems very relaxed, laughing with his Cambodian lawyer Kar Savuth, under the
curious eyes of one of the two policemen guarding him.SUOR THI IS WEARING a gray suit
jacket that looks uncannily like the one worn by several witnesses over the past few days. The
jacket looks well-made, but Suor Thi is drowning in it, just as those who testified before him
were. A few days earlier, the tribunal employees in charge of preparing the witnesses needed a
jacket. Pressed for time, they found the one Suor Thi is now wearing, forgotten by a prosecutor.
They were happy with the result: not only did the jacket protect witnesses from the chill of the air-
conditioning, but they looked nicer in it, too.Like their compatriots in the public gallery, many of
the witnesses are from the countryside. Their poorly made and badly cut shirts, the breast
pockets misshapen by the objects they carry in them, give them away. Their shirts are
sometimes so oversize you could fit two people in them, and their wrinkled collars fall limply.
Through these shapeless clothes, you can make out undershirts clinging to their dry bodies.At
first, these simply dressed farmers brightened the sterile atmosphere that prevailed in the court.
Then, midway through the trial, the court started making them wear the jacket, and the
atmosphere lapsed back into that gray gloom where everyone looks the same, like
detainees.When a prisoner arrived at S-21 and had his photo taken, a number would be hung
around his neck. Bou Meng’s wife, Ma Yoeun, wore number 331, indicating that she was the
331st person to enter the prison that month. In her photo, Ma Yoeun wears her hair in the only
style available to women in Democratic Kampuchea: a bob reaching halfway down her neck and
parted square in the middle—though a few coquettish rebels pushed the part slightly to one
side. In the photo, Ma Yoeun is a pretty twenty-five-year-old with a slightly frightened look in her
eyes—a normal reaction in someone who has been arrested and just had her blindfold removed.
The photo taken at S-21 is the only trace Bou Meng has left of his wife, and though it was taken
by those who killed her, he never parts from it. She never leaves his wallet. Bou Meng has
remarried, and his devoted second wife is twenty years his junior. But his memory is unfailing in
its devotion to his first love.After being photographed, Vann Nath and his fellow prisoners had
their compulsory black clothes taken from them. The prisoners were left wearing nothing but
their underpants. They were no longer worthy of the Glorious Revolution, and their clothes would
be redistributed. This also prevented them from hanging themselves with the clothing.Once the
detainees had been identified, registered, photographed, and relieved of their revolutionary
attire, Suor Thi handed them over to a guard, who took them to their cells. Sometimes he went to
the cells himself to check prisoners off his list. But when he did, he says, he paid little attention to



the conditions in which the men were incarcerated:I know they suffered a lot. They were
extremely thin, malnourished, and the air circulation was terrible. But I didn’t really worry about it.
My job was only to check them off the list and then hurry back to my office. I had just enough
time to notice that they had become extremely weak.CHAPTER 4THE S-21 PRISON WAS SET
UP IN A FORMER HIGH SCHOOL. It is made up of five buildings shaped like a giant E.
Buildings A, B, C, and D, which form the perimeter, rise over three floors, each with wide
balconies running alongside the classrooms-turned-jail-cells. In the middle of the structure, the
fifth block is a big, single-story house with a covered inner courtyard that divides the space into
two distinct areas.Bou Meng was incarcerated on the top floor of Building C. For months, he
slept on the floor, weak with hunger to the point of feeling dizzy. When lizards crawled across the
ceiling, he prayed they would fall on him so that he could eat them. Once, to his horror, the
guards threatened to skin him alive. And like Vann Nath, like so many other prisoners in so many
other prisons in Democratic Kampuchea, he kept asking himself, “What crime have I
committed?”Bou Meng shared the cell with about forty other detainees, including, for a while, a
few foreigners. They all had long and dirty hair. They were covered in lice and infected sores.
And though the guards tolerated no noise, they sometimes whispered among themselves. They
were searched every night. Once a week—or maybe every fortnight, he can’t remember exactly
—they were hosed down. The floor flooded, so all the prisoners took off their shorts. Everyone
was naked. Sometimes the guards would make fun of their genitals, remembers Bou Meng,
apologizing to the court for mentioning it. They were treated worse than dogs or pigs, he
says.Vann Nath was thrown into a cell on the second floor of Building B. In his recollection, the
collective “shower” took place twice a week. Getting undressed while in leg irons was difficult.
Those damned bindings were so uncomfortable, he remembers with a grimace. It took him thirty
minutes just to carry out the maneuver. When a tactless judge asks him how he accomplished it,
Vann Nath, as supple as ever, raises a leg to a right angle to demonstrate.A month went by in
these inhuman conditions. Sitting down without the warden’s permission was forbidden. On a
blackboard were chalked orders to not talk or to listen to the guards. The prisoners were served
a meager bowl of gruel at eight in the morning and another at eight in the evening. They had to
relieve themselves in the same room in which they were shackled, in an old munitions container,
an iron box some fifteen centimeters deep. Vann Nath was covered with lesions. He couldn’t
stop scratching himself. He, too, hoped that a gecko would fall from the ceiling. But if it did, he’d
have to gulp it down right away without being seen by the guard. If not, they would beat him.
Unfortunately for him, Vann Nath was too far from the window, where the insects and lizards
clustered: “Death loomed over us. People died one after another. They took the bodies away at
ten o’clock. We didn’t even care. We were like animals.”Vann Nath counted as many as sixty-five
prisoners in his cell, lying on the ground in rows, their ankles shackled to a long metal rod. In one
month, he saw four of his cellmates die. Sometimes the number in his cell fell to forty, when
others were taken away and never seen again. The hardest thing was knowing that you hadn’t
done anything wrong, he says. The hardest thing was making up stories in order to survive, in



order to avoid being tortured.“DID YOU CONSIDER IT an ordinary type of job, or a special one?”
Judge Lavergne asks a former prison guard on the witness stand.“From what I saw, it was an
ordinary type of job.”“What was ‘ordinary’ about it?”“The Angkar assigned me to stand guard. I
did the same thing all the time.”“If you were asked today to do an ordinary job of that nature,
would you do it again?”“No! I wouldn’t!”The public gallery bursts into laughter.“What does the
word ‘Angkar’ mean for you? Is it an ordinary word or does it evoke fear?”“The term ‘Angkar’ was
just an ordinary word used at the time. I wasn’t frightened to use it, because it was widely
used.”“And the word ‘pity,’ was that used?”“I never once heard the word ‘pity’ used at S-21. Not
once.”“Did prisoners ask you for help?”“Yes, they asked me for help. But I told them I couldn’t. It
wasn’t up to me.”“And was that an ordinary job?”“I only remember some parts of the job. I don’t
remember the details.”“You spent almost four years at S-21. Are the memories you have ordinary
or painful ones?”“I suffered during my time there, but I had no choice. I couldn’t run away. I didn’t
realize that the regime was exterminating a large part of the population. I was just trying to
survive.”“Are the memories painful because you suffered, or because others did? Or was it just
ordinary suffering?”“The suffering at S-21 was immense, because we had to work hard. We had
no choice.”“Was the suffering worse for you or for the prisoners?”“The prisoners suffered more
than the staff.”The daily tedium of the trial lulls its participants into forgetting the magnitude of the
crime. But after hearing four former S-21 officers on the stand, Judge Lavergne is left seething
by the way their testimony reinforces the banality of evil. Four months into Duch’s trial, the judge
continues to guard against any slump in the collective sense of outrage. We’re told a process of
dehumanization was required, to enable such crimes. The judge wishes to ensure we remain
emotionally invested, if restrained, throughout the trial. The defense lawyer’s job is to make us
see Duch’s humanity and thus underscore his potential for rehabilitation. Regardless, the judge
insists that the trial’s moral compass remain the solemn and uncompromising refusal to accept
the transgressions that took place at S-21.Each person at the prison had his own, strictly
defined tasks. The warden Him Huy’s relationship with the interrogators was not a close one. He
oversaw the officers who guarded the cells, but not the prisoners themselves. When an
interrogator wanted one of the detainees, he gave the prisoner’s name to Suor Thi, who would
tell Him Huy in which cell and in which building the guards could find him. In return, the
interrogators informed Suor Thi in which individual cell the prisoner was to be kept during his
interrogation. Once it was over, the interrogator sent the prisoner back to the group cell without
going through Suor Thi.“Whenever a prisoner died in the cell, I received a medical report and
then made the necessary adjustment to the list,” explains the dull, conscientious bureaucrat
Suor Thi.When the medical unit wanted blood from prisoners, they put in a request to Hor, who
asked Duch, since no prisoner could be removed without Duch’s authorization. I did not
personally witness any blood-taking, but all those prisoners who had blood taken died. Hor then
received a report with a list of names from the medical unit. I checked those names off my list
and that was the end of it.Suor Thi’s testimony triggers a gasp in the gallery, but the soundproof
glass wall separating the former registrar and the tribunal from the public prevents the court from



hearing it.The media go after the interrogators and the guards, because theirs is the raw story;
they can provide the narrative and imagery behind the brutality and killing. The media is less
interested in Suor Thi, even though he personifies the silent bureaucracy that underpinned the
crime. Suor Thi has the accuracy of an accountant and the cold meticulousness of his former
boss, Duch. No one spoke to more people condemned to die than Suor Thi.IN ONE OF THE
PHOTOS taken inside one of the group cells, you can make out a tangle of men lying on the floor
in the background. One of them, his arm folded beneath his head, seems to have a blanket. In
the foreground, another man, in a shirt, is sitting up and looking at the lens.“I don’t see how that
man could be sitting. It wasn’t allowed. Even crying wasn’t allowed,” says Chum Mey, flushed
with anger.Along with Bou Meng and Vann Nath, Chum Mey, aged seventy-six, is the third and
final still-living survivor of S-21. In the courtroom, he stands up and, with his hands pressed
together in front of his face in sampeah, the traditional Khmer greeting, he turns toward the
Buddhist monks sitting in the front row, then to the rest of the public gallery, which on this
particular day is filled with students. When he tells the story of the exodus of April 1975, during
which his two-year-old son died, no detail seems to him too trivial. Chum Mey has repeated his
story so many times over the past thirty-five years that he remembers even the smallest detail.
The spirited, intense, uninterrupted flow of his speech contrasts sharply with Vann Nath’s sober
and sparse monologue. When he reconstructs the terrible days he spent in the individual
interrogation cell, Chum Mey stares ahead, his eyes filled with pain. When he describes how thin
he was, his voice rises at the end of his sentence to a pitch so high it sounds like a soprano’s
vocal scale. He describes hearing voices shouting at him: “You sons of bitches, the Angkar will
destroy you all! Don’t worry about your families!” His hands were tied, his eyes blindfolded, his
ankles in chains.Chum Mey remembers sitting in a room into which he had been dragged by the
ear from his cell. Someone took off the blindfold that had covered his eyes from the cell to the
interrogation room. He saw fresh blood on the ground. His interrogators asked him how many
people in his network had joined the CIA and the KGB. Chum Mey had no idea what the CIA
was. Or the KGB. He had heard those terms before, but he didn’t know what they meant. For the
Khmer Rouge, the enemies of its enemies were also its enemies. Thus, they denounced both
the American CIA and the Soviet KGB. The Americans were the imperialists par excellence, of
course. But the Soviets and their Vietnamese allies were dangerous, expansionist reactionaries
with whom the Chinese and their Khmer Rouge allies were engaged in a struggle for the mantle
of international Communism. As the “highest tower of proletarian truth,” the Communist Party of
Kampuchea considered Vietnam and the Soviet Union like “bones stuck in their throat that had
to be removed,” as Duch wrote in a letter to a very high-ranking prisoner.All this gave a humble
handyman like Chum Mey a great many enemies to learn about in short order. Formerly a tractor
mechanic in Phnom Penh, he had been working maintenance in a clothing factory when he was
arrested. He tried to show deference to his captors by using reverent forms of address, even
calling them the Khmer equivalent of “sir.” He got a hundred lashes for his efforts. He was to
address them as “brothers.” Then Comrade Hor, Duch’s deputy, rolled up his sleeves and began



beating him with a stick. When Chum Mey tried to protect himself, they broke his fingers. Then
they clamped electric wires to his earlobes. The wires ran not to a manual generator, as Duch
has claimed, but directly from the wall sockets to Chum Mey’s ears.“Kyoukyoukyoukyoukyou . . .”
emits Chum Mey, smacking his tongue against his palate in imitation of the electric shocks,
before miming how his eyeballs jumped out of their sockets. “Duch didn’t beat me personally,” he
says. “If he had, I doubt I would ever have seen the light of day again.”No prisoner at S-21 was
addressed by his name alone. Instead, these survivors were addressed as a-Meng, a-Nath, or a-
Mey. In Khmer, to use the diminutive prefix a- when addressing a man is a sign of contempt. A-
Mey describes again how he was called a son of a bitch. The presiding judge asks him to watch
his language. Tell us about the torture but don’t swear is the message.Chum Mey was beaten
and insulted for twelve days and twelve nights. A guard sat on his head. His toenails were torn
out, a process that took two days. Presiding Judge Nil Nonn won’t tolerate swearing but doesn’t
flinch at gory details.“Were the toenails ripped out entirely, or just partially?” he asks. “Did they
grow back?” The survivor is now standing in the middle of the courtroom. Someone asks the
cameraman to zoom in on his feet, and in an instant, the courtroom is a circus. It doesn’t matter
which courtroom I’m in—Arusha, Freetown, or Phnom Penh—I’ve seen it happen time and
again.Finally, Chum Mey confessed. The torture came to an end. Before his imprisonment, he
hadn’t known that the CIA and the KGB had even existed. Now he admitted to working for them
both. What’s more, the pain brought on by the beatings had become sufficiently unbearable for
him to remember the names of his many accomplices. He named sixteen of them. No one could
save anyone else, he says. It was every man for himself: “They just told me to think about my
network. I didn’t have much time to respond. I don’t know if others had denounced me, if that’s
why I was arrested.”It’s more than likely. Chum Mey’s boss, the director of the factory where he
worked, was arrested before him. His deputy followed. Then another employee. Then Chum Mey.
They were all dots on one of those “lines” that had to be erased.IN A HOUSE SITUATED behind
Building A, Bou Meng was forced to lie on his stomach. The windows and door were shut.
Someone asked him to pick the stick with which he’d like to be beaten.“I said, ‘That’s for you to
choose, brother.’”It was the chief interrogator, Mam Nai, a man with pimply skin covered in red
rash, who started, says Bou Meng. Then someone else took over. They heaped insults on him.
They made him count the strokes. When his lacerated skin began to bleed, someone threw salt
water on his wounds. Sometimes, as many as five interrogators unleashed their fury on him at
once. They threw jackfruit skins at his head. After the beatings, they sometimes gave him tablets,
so-called medicines produced by the Glorious Revolution. Bou Meng calls the medicine “rabbit
pellets.”Bou Meng raises a hand to his forehead, looks up to the ceiling, pulls out a handkerchief,
continues. Duch sits perfectly straight in his chair, his attention unflagging, his eyes fixed on the
survivor. He drinks more water than usual.“I didn’t know anything about any CIA or KGB
networks. I didn’t know what to say. I would be happy if 50 percent or even 60 percent of justice
had been done. Because I had committed no offense,” says a visibly upset Bou Meng.For thirty
years, this thought has been boring through his brain like a gimlet: what crime had he



committed? He had done every single thing that the Angkar had asked of him. Yet his torturers
told him again and again that it was pointless to ask himself such questions, since the “Angkar
was like a pineapple”—it had hundreds of eyes that saw everything, everywhere.One day, Bou
Meng was taken to Building D. He was electrocuted until he lost consciousness. They woke him
by throwing water on him. But he still didn’t talk. So, weary of waiting, his tormentors ended up
writing his confession for him. All he had to do was sign. Remembering this, he says he would’ve
preferred to die of malaria in the jungle. Then he massages his forehead with Tiger Balm:I don’t
remember what was in my confession. I had conflicted feelings at the time. I was fearful, I was
worried, I did what I was ordered to do. They had absolutely no reason to suspect me of being a
CIA or KGB agent. I signed with my hand. But in my heart of hearts, I did not confess.CHAPTER
5PRAK KHAN HAS THE AMIABLE FACE OF A TOUGH AND SELF-ASSURED OLDER MAN,
and the thin, delicate lips that so often grace the Khmer people. You can see the muscles of his
strong back through his jacket. At fifty-eight, his hair has yet to turn gray. He lost an ear to the
war. Like Him Huy and much of the staff at S-21, he was a soldier in the 703 Division of the
Khmer Rouge Army. Then he served first as a guard outside the prison—near the canal on
Street 360, where Vann Nath was driven before being escorted on foot into the prison proper.
Next, possibly toward the end of 1976, Prak Khan became an interrogator. He learned how to
interrogate on the job, by watching others and attending the training sessions set up by Duch
and run by his deputies, Mam Nai and Pon. Prak Khan learned what “CIA” and “KGB” meant—
like most of his victims, he had never heard of them before. In court, he admits that he still wasn’t
completely clear who the enemy was, even after the training sessions.He learned the
procedures, politics, and the use of torture. The goal, he explains, was to know how to inflict pain
on a person without killing them. In theory, at least, the interrogations were strictly regulated.
Beating someone to death was forbidden. Some of the techniques taught included electrocution,
whipping, asphyxiation with a plastic bag, and inserting needles under the victims’ nails.
Waterboarding and venomous insects weren’t on the list, says Prak Khan. “We told the prisoners
not to make any noise, not to swear, and not to cry out while we tortured them.”The objective
was to learn the names of the other traitors in a given network. Prak Khan dealt with low-level
prisoners, not those that the Party considered important. The interrogators were divided into
“cold teams,” “hot teams,” and somewhere in between, “chewing teams.” The “cold” interrogators
obtained confessions through questioning alone.“The cold method was to understand the
person,” explains Duch. “I don’t believe the other interrogators pursued this method to the extent
that I did. In principle, according to my training, interrogators had to try to persuade the prisoners
first by speaking with them before actually resorting to torture. But often they focused more on
the torture.”The “hot” interrogators used electrocution and any other cruel methods they found
effective. As for the “chewing” team, says Prak Khan, who was a member, their instructions were
to “interrogate in-depth.”But Chum Mey dismisses all these distinctions: “Torture is always hot. It
is never cold or lukewarm, it’s always hot.”DUCH FIDDLES WITH A YELLOW PEN. He seems
serene. Though the court is in recess, he remains in the courtroom, making notes and



underlining passages. He looks up, flashes a sparkling smile, and starts a conversation with the
Cambodian assistant to his defense team. After about ten minutes, he slips out. The filmmaker
Rithy Panh enters the public gallery and sits in his usual place on the left side of the front row.
The trial is being broadcast on the screen nearby. Rithy Panh watches carefully. The film made
by the court is of very poor quality and has become an ever-growing source of irritation to
him.Outside the courtroom, the tribunal’s Public Affairs Section tries to satisfy the media’s
appetite and offer it more scintillating distractions. Sometimes this leads to blunders—for
instance, the day they put a cousin of Pol Pot’s, who had been bused in to watch the trial, in front
of journalists during the lunch recess. The Public Affairs people had promised the media Pol
Pot’s brother. But the brother wasn’t there, so they threw this cousin to the lions. She had never
even met Pol Pot, a.k.a. “Brother Number One.”“I believe this court will do justice to those who
perished,” she said meekly.
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Gym boy latsch, “Good and interesting. Interesting to read. Much to say about Cambodia during
the worst time ever imagined. How the Pol Pot regime operated and what they believed. How this
came about from start to finish. Glad to have read this book.”

IAK, “Good read on the banality of evil Cambodian style. Provides excellent insight into the mind
and memory of a cog in a bureaucratic killing and torture machine. Also exposes the rather
insipid bureaucracy that has emerged recent decades later to supply a veneer of justice to the
victims and history.”

drbob, “A different perspective on the killing fields .... For others like me, the question has been
how can this happen. Mass killings in Cambodia were based on ideology unlike many others in
recent history, which were sectarian and race based. I wanted to read an account which went
past the statistics. Cruvellier has put together an account based on the trials of one of the
perpetrators.”

Chef-Tastic, “Wow....Just Wow.... Amazing book”

Manuel, “Great analysis of a criminal mind. Astonishing review of a twisted mind, including his
justifications as explanation of his criminal actions. Well balance and written. A must.”

cleo, “Five Stars. Highly recommended.”

Ebook Tops6wuthoSA:, “Mind boggling. I chose this rating because I wanted to know what had
happened to Cambodia after their war.The Kemir Rouge activities when they gained control of
the country was an education.”

Richard Seides, “good. Must read. Great book if you are interested in Cambodian history. I
learned a lot about Dk and S21 during the 70s.”

The Stationmaster, “Kang Kek Lew, Hang Pin, Comrade Duch.. Paperback, 326 pages, Thierry
Cruvellier author 2014, from the French edition 'Le Maitre des Aveux' 2011.There is a growing
number of books about Comrade Duch and his career in the Khmer Rouge, this particular
volume looks at a combination of his career and his trial which in February 2012 his appeal was
rejected and received a permanent life sentence.The book discusses the day-in and day-out
turns of Duch's trial (Case 001) and his overt manipulation of his own defense combined with his
very thorough Mathematic tutor's attention to detail. Duch is a very intelligent and articulate man
and his analytical methods were clearly useful whilst he was the Santebal head of security at
S-21 (Tuol Sleng) having took over the facility sometime in the summer of 1976, overhauling and



fine tuning the interrogation and killing process at S-21.In paradox Duch was very quick to
accept responsibility for his actions and events whilst he was head of S-21, but was just as quick
applying for his release declaring his initial arrest as illegal according to Cambodian law as well
as using his suspiciously keen belief in Christianity (interestingly his dedication and attention to
detail mirrors his early dedication to the Khmer Rouge cause earlier in his career...) believing
that his sins will be repented upon his death whilst his native Buddhist faith begs to differ in the
sense his soul would endure cycles of pain and agony (Kharma) for his activities.A variety of
witnesses and victims were rotated into the witness stand explaining their experiences, in
particualr we can read the very dignified Vann Nath recalling his year long stint at S-21, A very
emotional and passionate Chum Mey describing his anguish and agony as Duch's prisoner,
Francois Bizot describes his time as Duch's prisoner for 3 months in 1971 when Duch ran M-13
in the forests of Southwest Cambodia, Francois being the only Westerner to be released and
survive from the clutches of Comrade Duch, later on others were very much less lucky....We
read the agonizing statement from a younger brother of a S-21 victim, New Zealander Kerry
Hamill, who very unluckily fell into the hands of the Khmer Rouge and ended up at S-21, his
younger brother in court clearly angered and distressed wanted to ask Duch what happened
and confess to the murder of his older much-missed brother, clearly this example of a
devastating loss of ONE victim from a family can be multiplied over 13.000 times! the essence of
this seemed to have escaped Comrade Duch's conscience, which angered Kerry Hamill's
younger brother and provoked a mild rebuke from the judge.Is Kang Kek Lew a man or monster?
is he directly responsible for his own actions and ingenuity at S-21, could it have run better or
worse if Duch was removed from the equation? It's hard to say but I personally believe Duch was
a lot more involved in the process than he would want us to believe, I believe this man sat on a
reed mat, in twilight, at Choeung Ek Killing fields, smoking and watching very closely the
executions going on around him, to reassure himself that he and his team were "Absolute", and
he did this very often.The book is well written and is able to hold the line in terms of the to-ing
and fro-ing from court house antics to elements of Duch's life heading toward his final conviction
and i find Thierry's careful description of the court house attendees quite illuminating.”

chris p, “Excellent product. well worth the money Thanks. Excellent product.well worth the
moneyThanksChris”

The book by Thierry Cruvellier has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 50 people have provided feedback.
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